
SIMPLIFYING 
TECNOLOGY FOR
RESTAURANTS

 Last night our manager exclaimed ‘Thank 
goodness for Chowly!’ She is the manager 
on duty and also the bartender, and before 
Chowly, the bartender was responsible for 
keying in all of the tablet orders. You can 
imagine the load and frustration that your 

system took off of them. 

-Arthur J. Chicago, IL

The longer we’ve been working with Chowly, 
the fewer issues we’ve had. We launched 

several platforms at once and were juggling 
too many things. The process is much 

smoother now and we’re not having any 
issues.  

-Randy P. Rochester, NY

We do 4 delivery services in 2 locations 
and it’s been great. Probably our greatest 
time saver. They are really easy to work 
with, and if we ever have an issue, they 
reply within 2 hours. I can’t say enough 

good things about them. 

-Jim H. Boston, MA

I love the Chowly service! 
A business expense well spent.

-Ken M. St. Louis, MO

A Team You Can Trust 
Our team is ready to take your call to provide 
you with the best integrative technology. 
 

Start Saving Today! 
Contact us and begin your expedited 
onboarding process today.

Simplified technology 
that saves your restaurant 
time & moneyContact Us

888.628.0823
Sales@chowly.com
Chowly.com

@Chowlyinc

Our technology solution 
streamlines and integrates 
third-party delivery orders 
into your POS.

TESTIMONIALS



Achieve happier customers due 
to decreased errors and faster 
ticket times

Gain unmatched support 7 days a 
week from our dedicated team

Like a Lightning Bolt
Chowly captures each third-party order, 

transmits that data through the POS 
system, and sends tickets straight to the 

kitchen as if they were typed in.

WE`RE  READY TO 
INTERCEPT YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS

We’ll handle the technology so you can  
FOCUS ON YOUR RESTAURANT

What is Chowly?
Chowly is a point-of-sale (POS) integration 
that streamlines third-party online orders 
for restaurants. Orders from platforms such 
as Grubhub, UberEats, and Doordash are 
integrated directly into the restaurant’s POS 
system to send order tickets straight to the 
kitchen.

 
 
 
Ditch the Delivery Tablets
Restaurant workers are tasked with 
confirming every order from each delivery 
tablet, then manually entering the 
information into the POS system. Chowly 
eliminates “Tablet Hell” and the operational 
headache that comes along with it. 
 

Technology that’s Revolutionizing 
the Restaurant Industry
At Chowly, we work hard to make your 
business thrive. Our technology is proven to 
lower staffing costs, increase revenue, and 
reduce errors, ensuring happier customers. 
This allows you to spend more time growing 
your business and less time entering orders. 
 

What Sets Us Apart?
Chowly has the most sophisticated 
technology in the industry, using over 20 
different POS integrations and a proprietary 
menu-mapping system. Unlike competitors, 
we do not use email scrapers, additional 
hardware, or similar band-aid solutions. 
Chowly only uses API-based integrations and 
an individualized approach to simplify your 
restaurant.

Eliminate manual order entry 
with direct POS integration

Leverage order data to build and 
grow your business strategy

Third-Party Integration
Market Leader

Choose the technology that’s proven to be 
the best in over 3100 locations.

Some of our restaurant partners:


